WKND! Pre-roll Quicksticks

WKND! pre-rolls are hand-rolled cone-shaped “quicksticks.” These joints
each contain 0.25 gram premium Oklahoma flower.

Weekend Unlimited is pleased to introduce its premium WKND!
product line to Oklahoma. Every element of our WKND! products has
been carefully crafted for both the casual and discriminating cannabis
consumer.
Weekend Unlimited is a cannabis and CBD wellness company, developing and launching
premium branded products in the U.S. and producing and extracting certified organic
hemp CBD. Our products are designed to deliver life’s highs, anytime, anywhere.

WKND! Signature Blends

Our three signature cannabis blends were designed especially for Oklahoma: Bliss,
Escape and Now. These blends have been expertly crafted to express unique effects
and flavors.
WKND! Bliss is a state of vast and boundless joy. Based on the relaxing and euphoric
effects of well-known indicas, WKND! Bliss will take you on an amazing journey.
WKND! Escape Escape will launch you into happiness and well-being. Designed based
on the relaxing and time-bending effects of hybrid strains, WKND! Escape is the
perfect ticket to get away from it all.
WKND! Now will give you a blast of creativity. WKND! Now takes the energizing
and uplifting effects of the best-known sativas and turns them into the perfect companion
for a day of focus.
For more information on Weekend Unlimited’s WKND! Products,
contact: Tori Taylor, tori@weekendunlimited.com, 580.920.5016
http://leaflink.com/menu/weekend-unlimited/

WKND! Pre-rolls are made from the highest quality Oklahoma hybrid,
indicas, and sativas. Each pre-roll is made with one-quarter gram of
premium cannabis.
Packaged in groups of 8 in our unique, pop-art-inspired tin, you’ll want
to try WKND! quicksticks for solo smoke sessions or for sharing with
friends.

WKND! Edibles

WKND! is proud to launch its line of premium cannabis-infused edibles
in Oklahoma.
Crafted from the finest, most decadent Belgian chocolates and Oklahoma
cannabis, the line includes WKND! Dark Chocolate Escape and
WKND! Salted Dark Chocolate Escape.These chocolates include
100mg THC (25 mg per chocolate square) and are packaged in our unique,
pop-art-inspired tin.
WKND! Escape Fruit Crystals are our unique take on cannabisinfused hard candies. Each tin contains five 20 mg (100mg total) hard
candies in grape, mango, peach and tropical flavors.
WKND! Escape Soft Crystals are our unique take on cannabisinfused gummies. Each tin contains five 20 mg (100mg total) soft fruit
crystals in grape, mango, peach and tropical flavors.
All WKND! edibles are a perfectly delicious way to relax, create and
enjoy!

WKND! Vape Cartridges

Our new line of prefilled WKND! vape cartridges contain pure cannabis
distillate with cannabis-derived terpenes.
WKND! vape cartridges are available in our three proprietary flavors:
Bliss, Escape and Now. Each is expertly crafted to express unique
effects and flavors.
All WKND! Vape cartridges work best with 3.16-volt batteries (available
separately). Relax, create, enjoy!

Follow us @weekendunlimited on Instagram and Twitter.
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